
Designing a ZXnoise Pseudo-Differential Link

Fig. 1. Two possible cross-sections for an interconnection-ground
structure used with floating termination circuits, where 1 to 4 are
the TCs, where 5 is the return conductor in a and where the
return conductor in b is made of 5A and 5B.
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Abstract —  An interconnection-ground structure used according to the ZXnoise method may be modeled using a (n + 2)-conductor
multiconductor transmission line (MTL) model. However, a (n + 1)-conductor MTL model is used to design the link. We validate
this design procedure.

I. INTRODUCTION

Pseudo-differential links (PDLs) providing several channels may be used to convey analog or digital signals between a transmitting
circuit (TX circuit) and a receiving circuit (RX circuit). We shall refer to crosstalk between the different channels as internal
crosstalk and to crosstalk with other circuits as external crosstalk. A multichannel PDL may provide a reduced external crosstalk
compared to multiple single-ended links, using fewer conductors than multiple differential links. A low external crosstalk makes low-
swing transmission possible, and low-swing is the key to high-speed transmission. A low external crosstalk is also necessary to
implement multilevel digital signaling, which, for a given bit rate, uses a reduced bandwidth compared to binary signaling.

A wide variety of pseudo-differential transmission schemes use an interconnection having n $ 2 transmission conductors (TCs)
and one common conductor distinct from the reference conductor (ground):
# some schemes use no termination circuit, so that their bandwidth is limited by reflections, for a given length;
# some schemes use type 1 termination circuits, for which an impedance matrix with respect to ground is defined, this impedance
matrix being diagonal, such termination circuits creating an undesirable coupling with other circuits using ground as return path;
# some schemes use type 2 termination circuits or type 3 termination circuits, such termination circuits being characterized by an
impedance matrix with respect to the return conductor, denoted by ZRL, ZRL being a  matrix of size n × n, ZRL being a diagonal matrix
in the case of a type 2 termination circuit, or a non-diagonal matrix in the case of a type 3 termination circuit.

The combination of floating termination circuits (i.e., type 2 termination circuits or type 3 termination circuits) with appropriate
interconnection-ground structures is referred to as ZXnoise method [1] [2]. In the ZXnoise method, the common conductor is usually
referred to as return conductor because it is used as a return path for the return current produced by the current flowing in the TCs.
In Section II, we present new theoretical results on propagation in an interconnection such as the one shown in Fig. 1, used for
implementing the ZXnoise method. A design procedure is presented in Section III, and Section IV provides a design example.

II. PROPAGATION IN THE INTERCONNECTION

Each interconnection-ground structure shown in Fig. 1 may be
modeled as a (n+2)-conductor multiconductor transmission line
(MTL), this MTL using natural voltages referenced to ground and
natural currents as variables. For such a model, it is necessary to
consider, at a given abscissa z along the interconnection:
# for any integer α such that 1 # α # n, the natural current iα ;
# the current flowing on the RC, denoted by in +1 ;
# for any integer α such that 1 # α # n, the voltage between the TC
number α and the reference conductor, denoted by vG α ;
# the voltage between the RC and the reference conductor, denoted
by vG n +1.

We define the column-vector IG of the currents i1,..., in +1 and the
column-vector VG of the natural voltages referenced to ground
vG 1,..., vG n +1. For the (n + 2)-conductor MTL, the telegrapher’s
equations are:
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where ZG and YG are the per-unit-length (p.u.l.) impedance matrix with respect to ground, and the p.u.l. admittance matrix with
respect to ground, respectively. ZG and YG  are symmetric matrices of size (n + 1) × (n + 1).

These equations and appropriate boundary conditions provide a full description of all propagation phenomena in the
interconnection-ground structure, including signal propagation, echo and internal crosstalk. They are also suitable for describing
external crosstalk phenomena which do not involve a capacitive or inductive coupling with the conductors of the interconnection,
for instance the very important problem of simultaneous switching output (SSO) noise produced within IC packages when the
interconnection is built in the substrate of a multi-chip module (MCM) or in a printed circuit board (PCB). However these equations
are not very convenient for the investigation of signal propagation since a receiving circuit (RX circuit) used in a PDL senses the
natural voltages referenced to the return conductor, denoted by vR 1,..., vR n, where vR α denotes the voltage between the TC number
α and the return conductor. We may define the column-vector IR of the natural currents i1,..., in and the column-vector VR of the
natural voltages referenced to the return conductor vR 1,..., vR n, such that vR α =  vG α ! vG n +1 for 1 # α # n.

The equations involving dVG /dz and dVR /dz have been compared in the case n = 1, in a problem where the interconnection was
a coaxial cable [3]. In order to write the telegrapher’s equations applicable to IR and VR in the case n $ 2 relevant to PDLs, we must
use 2 additional variables and 6 new p.u.l. quantities. The additional variables are the common-mode current iMC = i1 + ... + in +1 and
the common-mode voltage vMC = vG n +1. The new p.u.l. quantities are [4]:
# the p.u.l. impedance matrix with respect to the return conductor, a symmetric matrix of size n × n denoted by ZR, the p.u.l. transfer
impedance vector, of size n × 1 and denoted by ZE, and the external impedance, denoted by ZEE, defined by
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# the p.u.l. admittance matrix with respect to the return conductor, a symmetric matrix of size n × n denoted by YR, the p.u.l. transfer
admittance vector, of size n × 1 and denoted by YE, and the external admittance, denoted by YEE, defined by
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where α and β are integers such that 1 # α # n and 1 # β # n and where indices have been used to denote the entries of matrices and
vectors. Using t X to denote the transpose of X, it can been shown that (1) is exactly equivalent to

                              (4a)                 and                                                (4b)
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The equations (4a) and (4b) are not based on any approximation and are therefore valid for any pseudo-differential transmission
scheme. Also, they clarify and improve the existing theory for the ZXnoise method.

In the case where the return conductor behaves as an ideal screen, the terms containing the p.u.l. transfer impedance vector ZE or
the p.u.l. transfer admittance vector YE vanish in (4a) and (4b), so that

                                             (5a)                 and                                                            (5b)
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Thus, the reference conductor being not regarded as a part of the interconnection, (5a) means that the interconnection may be modeled
as a (n + 1)-conductor MTL using the natural voltages referenced to the return conductor and the natural currents i1,..., in as natural
electrical variables. According to (5b), the propagation in the return-conductor-and-ground circuit may be modeled as a 2-conductor
MTL using the common-mode voltage and the common-mode current as natural electrical variables. The equation (5a) is the basis
of the published design procedure for ZXnoise PDLs [1] [2]. The equation (5b) describes only the propagation of noise produced
by external sources since, in a PDL, the return-conductor-and-ground circuit is not used for signals.

In the case where the return conductor behaves as a good screen, the terms containing ZE or YE in (4a) and (4b) may be regarded
as small disturbances and treated using perturbation theory. In the framework of first order perturbation theory, the propagation of
signal is still determined by (5a) and the propagation of noise produced by external sources by (5b), these results being used in (4a)
to obtain the external crosstalk received by the PDL and in (4b) to obtain the external crosstalk produced by the PDL.

If the electric and magnetic fields of the signals are mainly confined between the TCs and the return conductor, we can say that
the return conductor behaves as a good screen for signals. Thus, (5a) may be used to design the PDL so as to obtain a suitable
propagation of signals. In particular, a termination circuit designed in this manner is a floating termination circuit, since it creates
a boundary condition for the natural voltages referenced to the return conductor and the natural currents i1,..., in. At a later stage, an
analysis of the PDL may be directly based on (1), or on (4a) and (4b).



Fig. 2. A PDL with voltage-driven common conductor. The block
containing the resistor symbol is a termination circuit.

Fig. 3. Cross-section of an interconnection-ground structure built
in a printed circuit board.

III. DESIGN FOR THE ZXNOISE METHOD

Based on (5a) alone, we shall use TR and SR to denote two regular matrices such that [5]:
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is the diagonal matrix of order n of the propagation constants for the different propagation modes of the (n + 1)-conductor MTL, for
waves propagating toward the far-end (that is to say in the direction of increasing z). The squares of the propagation constants are
the eigenvalues of YRZR, which are also the eigenvalues of ZRYR.

Any matrices TR and SR satisfying  (6) define a “modal transform” for the natural currents and for the natural voltages referenced
to the return conductor, and the results of this transform are called modal currents and modal voltages, respectively. If we use IRM

to denote the column-vector of the n modal currents iRM 1,..., iRM n and VRM to denote the  column-vector of the n modal voltages
vRM 1,..., vRM n , we get:
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The characteristic impedance matrix of the (n + 1)-conductor MTL, denoted by ZRC, and the matrix of the voltage reflection

coefficients of a floating termination circuit with respect to the return conductor, denoted by PR, are given by:

                       (8a)          and                            (8b)
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where ZRL is the impedance matrix of the floating termination circuit with respect to the return conductor. ZRC is a matrix of size n × n
referred to as the “characteristic impedance matrix with respect to the return conductor”.

Let us consider a given interconnection-ground structure meeting our requirements regarding external crosstalk, in which the
propagation of signals may be modeled using (5a). If the desired reduction of reflection, expressed as a maximum value for a norm
of PR, can be obtained with a diagonal matrix ZRL, and if the resulting internal crosstalk is acceptable, then a PDL implementing a
type 2 termination circuit can be designed. Such a PDL uses one TC for each channel. In the opposite case, since PR = 0 for ZRL =
ZRC, we may design a type 3 termination circuit producing very low echo. It will also provide a low internal crosstalk if we use one
modal current or one modal voltage defined by (7) for each channel, so as to transpose to PDLs the ZXtalk method [5] or the special
ZXtalk method for completely degenerate interconnection (CDI) [6]. In general, analog and/or digital processing are needed in the
TX circuits and in the RX circuits, to perform linear combinations defined by SR or TR. However, in the special case where the
propagation constants of the (n + 1)-conductor MTL model may be regarded as equal, linear combinations are not needed in the TX
circuits and/or in the RX circuits, since SR or TR may be chosen equal to the identity matrix. Nearly equal propagation constants may
for instance be obtained using the structure shown in Fig. 1b.

IV. EXAMPLE

We now discuss the design of a unidirectional PDL providing
m = 4 channels, between two chips of a MCM. The PDL uses the
ZXnoise method, according to the voltage-driven common
conductor architecture. We assume that the PDL is equivalent to the
schematic diagram shown in Fig. 2. At the near-end, the return
conductor is connected to a node intended to present a fixed voltage
eCC and a low impedance ZCC with respect to a ground plane of the
substrate of the MCM. The TX circuit, being connected to this
node, produces accurate open-circuit output voltages with respect
to it. This node is also subject to a noise voltage eN caused by other
circuits within the chip of the TX circuit (e.g., SSO noise). At the
far-end, the return conductor is connected to the termination circuit
and to a damping resistor RD. We assume an ideal RX circuit that
is undisturbed by noise source inside its chip.

The PDL uses a 30-mm-long interconnection having the cross-
section shown in Fig. 1a. The parameters defined in Fig. 2 have the
following nominal values: conductor spacing s . 1.2 w,  distance
between conducting layers h . H . 0.64 w and a return conductor
overhang v . 1.2 w. The values of ZG (at 50 MHz) and YG

measured on a scaled-up model are given by ZG = jω LG and
YR = jω CR, with 



Fig. 4. Some frequency domain simulation results. Attenuation of
transmitted signal when the TC number 1 is excited: curve A (blue,
solid) according to (1) and curve B (red, dash) according to (5a). Far-
end crosstalk loss on the TC number 2 when the TC number 1 is
excited: curve C (blue, solid) according to (1) and curve D (red, dash)
according to (5a). Near-end crosstalk loss on the TC number 2 when
the TC number 1 is excited: curve E (cyan, solid) according to (1) and
curve F (magenta, dash) according to (5a). Far-end external crosstalk
loss on the TC number 1 when all conductors are excited at the near-
end: curve G (blue, solid) according to (1).
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For the p.u.l. impedance parameters of the (n+1)-conductor
MTL model, using (2), we obtain ZR = jω LR and ZE = jω LE
with
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and ZEE = jω LEE with LEE . 85 nH/m.
For the p.u.l. admittance parameters of the (n+1)-conductor

MTL model, using (3), we obtain YR = jω CR and YE = jω CE
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and YEE = jω CEE with CEE . 1520 pF/m. As expected, the entries of LE and CE are much smaller than the diagonal entries of LR and
CR, respectively, so that we may plan to use LR and CR for designing a ZXnoise PDL, according to Section III.

For a type 2 termination circuit, the minimum value of the matrix norm 2 PR 24 is  0.083, which may be obtained with a termination
circuit comprising two 57.7 Ω resistors and two 55.0 Ω resistors. However, our simulations use a termination circuit comprising one
50.0 Ω resistor connected between each TC and the return conductor, for which 2 PR 24 = 0.131, and a damping resistor of RD = 10 Ω.
Using the approximate (n + 1)-conductor MTL model corresponding to (5a), we obtain the curves B, D and F of Fig. 4 when a signal
is sent through the channel 1. Using the exact (n + 2)-conductor MTL model for the same configuration, we obtain the curves A, C
and E of Fig. 4. The curve G of Fig. 4 represents the rejection of external crosstalk, which can only be computed using the (n + 2)-
conductor MTL model.

V. CONCLUSION

Up to 3 GHz, the rejection of external crosstalk exceeds 10 dB and the agreement between the (n + 1)-conductor MTL model and
the (n + 2)-conductor MTL model is excellent. This validates (2), (3) and (4), and also the use of the design procedure outlined in
Section III, which produces floating termination circuits because it is based on the (n + 1)-conductor MTL model. We have also
computed the rejection of external crosstalk, which compares the performance of the PDL to that of multiple single-ended links. Our
simple PDL design provides an effective reduction of external crosstalk, for instance 36 dB at 100 MHz and 19 dB at 1 GHz.
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